March 29, 2010

RE: Bid Title: Buck Lake Road Phases II & III
    Bid No: BC-03-16-10-21
    Opening Date: Revised to Tuesday, April 6, 2010 at 2:00 PM

ADDENDUM #5

Dear Contractor:

This letter serves as Addendum #5 for the above referenced project.

1. The bid due date is being revised to be Tuesday, April 6, 2010 at 2:00 PM due to additional changes in the plans. These changes will be posted in Addendum 6 no later than the close of business on March 30, 2010.

2. Answers to contractors’ question follows.

Questions: ...our pre-cast supplier just e-mailed me a question concerning the skimmers for the outfall structures. The plans call for skimmers on the structures, but give no details concerning their dimensions or their material. If it is possible could we get some clarification?

Answer: Contractors should bid FDOT skimmers Index 240. Consulting Engineer prefers Aluminum to Steel.

Phase II:
S-128, H=12”, L=28” (Two slots Two skimmers) Cost of Skimmer(s) included in cost of inlet

Phase III:
S-66, H=12”, L=28” (Two slots Two skimmers). Cost of Skimmer(s) included in cost of inlet
S-69 H=12”, L=28” (Two slots Two skimmers) Cost of Skimmer(s) included in cost of inlet
S-219A, H=36”, L=31” (Two slots Two skimmers) Cost of Skimmer(s) included in cost of inlet
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Acknowledgment of this addendum is required as part of your bid submittal. Failure to acknowledge this addendum may result in rejection of your bid.

Should you have any questions, feel free to call me at (850) 606-1600.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
Keith M. Roberts
Purchasing Director